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How would you rate the socialization sessions (networking lunches, dinner, meet my culture)? 
27 responses 

How would you rate the project results? 
26 responses 

e Exceptional 

e Very good 

e Good 

e Fair 

e Poor 

e Very poor 

e Exceptional 

e Very good 

e Good 

e Fair 

e Poor 

e Very poor 

How likely are you to make use of the lnComm Tool at your own university? 
26 responses 

e Very likely 

• Likely 

e Probably but not sure yet 

• Not likely at all 
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Which aspects/elements do you think should be included in the follow-up 

project InComm 2 

18 responses

 Exchange students (they were mentioned several times, but they were not target

group. May-be Bachelor students, interns.

 More emphases on making students know different institutional services they can

acces to.

 Communications and technology

 New profiles (researchers, invited colleagues - staff members...)

 Clearer dissemination processes

 I have no idea.

 Aspects concerning the welcoming of the academic staff

 Development/Improvement of the InComm Tool. Applying the same tool for incoming

staff members.

 Continuing the journey along the Life Cycle (eg. being part of the community and also

departure/alumni).

 Onboarding

 interactive sessions,

 Inviting international students, especially PhDs, to get feedback from them. Doing

some outside work like interactive session outside of a university would be nice.

 International Seminars and Conferences

 Perhaps some case studies, examples of implementation

 Hello, thank you for your work on the InComm tool, it was a great experience to listen

to colleagues from different universities about how they approach the applicants and

new students, and to share our procedures. I would appreciate a more specific timeline

and specific procedures connected to the specific periods.

 Take more time on each population

 keep an interdisciplinar approach - involving several stakeholders
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 The project included all stages of the student's journey. It also seems interesting to

check and standardize the travel of other people coming to universities for other types

of mobility.

What would be your suggestions for improvement?   Please be concise but 

as specific as possible. 

12 responses

 People, who had worked for the project, enjoyed the last event more.

 Continuous reminder of the availability of the RIO

 Department reorganisations and the improvement of the tool to enable cloud based

uploading via personal accounts.

 Accelerate the sharing of best practices by making large surveys in the UE community

 How to showcase the tools to new potential users

 The registration for the parallel sessions could be organised better, and the final

confirmation could have been sent a little earlier. Connecting online with the

participants was not arranged and the participants list would be sent after the event,

but I have not seen that too. Missed opportunity.

 Overall the event was a great success. As a PhD student I enjoyed the sessions where

i get to see another perspective of the welcoming sessions. I don't have any specific

suggestions. However i am very curious to know the results of InComm 1.

 Quicker access to the project results

 The sessions varied. I feel some were almost just presentations of partners of the

project, while others were more pure knowledge sharing with brief, input-presentations.

I much preferred the latter. I would love to see more knowledge share sessions

between partners, so that on top of learning about the tool, we could talk about our

own potential implementation and be inspired by others.

 I would appreciate a more specific timeline - in the sense: Admissions - Admissions

Results - Visa - Accommodation - Enrollment - First Semester... and what procedures

are connected to these specific periods. (I am missing it here: https://www.incomm-

project.eu/incomm-tool/) Thank you for your work.

 For the event in itself, take two whole days, not one day over 2 days.

 I would have liked a way to easily stay in contact with the other participants, e.g. a

linkedin group or a participants list. For future events it would also be nice to receive

the powerpoints of the presentations and general outcomes/findings from the

workshops/interactive sessions.
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